Aggregate effects on ecosystem services from certification of tea farming in the Upper Tana River basin, Kenya
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ABSTRACT

Agriculture sustainability standards and certification are increasingly used by the private sector and civil society to incentivize and support environmental conservation and improved rural. However, evidence of impact is limited by methodological challenges that hamper the quantification of certification-induced changes, especially beyond farm level. This paper aims to explore the changes to soil and nutrient regulation ecosystem services from the adoption of Rainforest Alliance tea certification in the Kenyan Upper Tana River watershed. In this study we: i) apply ecosystem service models to simulate the effect of farm-level practices for before and after-certification scenarios, and ii) evaluate the model applications for their ability to guide future decision making. Our scenario results indicate that a widespread adoption of agricultural practices prescribed in the certification standard reduces sediment export into watercourses. However, an increase in fertilizer use by certified farmers is estimated to result in greater nitrogen and phosphorous loads. Our scenario analyses are highly sensitive to input data and model choice, but show similar relative impacts of tea certification. Opportunities to improve spatial impact measurements to support decision making can be found in the systematic accounting of land management practices by certification organizations and increased remote sensing image accessibility.

1. Introduction

After water, tea is the most widely consumed beverage in the world (Mukhopadhyay and Mondal, 2017). Tea production is typically managed intensively in a monoculture, or with light shade cover, and has several potential environmental impacts. The growing demand for tea puts pressure on remnant natural ecosystems to be cleared for tea crops, resulting in biodiversity loss and carbon emissions. Tea expansion continues to be associated with deforestation within Sub-Saharan Africa (Ordway et al., 2017). Once established, intensive production processes of tea have on-farm environmental impacts such as changes to soil chemistry and declines in soil organic content and soil organisms (Zhang et al., 2003), which in turn can reduce farm productivity (Duan et al., 2011). Runoff from tea fields that receive high application rates of fertilizer, pesticide and herbicide can pollute groundwater and downstream waterways (Hirono et al., 2009). The initial land clearance and subsequent management practices such as manual weeding disturb topsoil and cause erosion that reduces soil integrity and causes downstream river sedimentation and siltation of reservoirs (Zhang et al., 2003; Sahoo et al., 2016).

Several approaches have been designed and promoted to reduce land and water degradation from poor agricultural management practices. Sustainable land management (SLM) – and related concepts such as multi-functional agriculture (Jordan and Warner, 2010), eco-agriculture (Scherr and McNeely, 2008), integrated landscape management (Estrada-Carmona et al., 2014), agroecology (Altieri, 2002), and others (Scherr et al., 2013) – use a holistic and interconnected approach to the management of land for multiple objectives of food production, biodiversity conservation and sustainable rural livelihoods, plus other ecosystem service benefits derived from sustainable stewardship. Evidence shows that SLM practices can improve soil health and reduce soil erosion and downstream sediment and nutrient loads, leading to improved farm productivity and water quality (Bryan and Kandulu, 2009; Lautenbach et al., 2012; Almagro et al., 2016; Doody et al., 2016).
There is also growing evidence of the ecological and socio-economic benefits of SLM adoption (Rocha et al., 2012; Rueda and Lambin, 2013; Hardt et al., 2015).

While SLM practices are sometimes adopted spontaneously or based on knowledge shared by extension officers, peers, or otherwise—frequently farmers are reluctant to adopt such practices because of the real or perceived investment costs, implementation challenges, institutional, behavioural and cultural constraints, or negative impacts on yield (Akhtar-Schuster et al., 2010; Gruère and Wreford, 2017). In these cases, incentives may be required to overcome barriers and encourage adoption of SLM. Agricultural standards and certification can provide such an incentive by recognizing farms that adopt SLM practices, thereby aiming to enable them to realize a price premium for their crop, improve access to markets, or receive other benefits such as training and improved access to inputs (Ochieng et al., 2013). As a market—based mechanism, certification is seen as an important instrument to steer sustainable agricultural practices in areas where governments lack capacity and resources to regulate agriculture effectively (Barrett et al., 2001; Tayleur et al., 2017).

Certification and sustainability standards are increasingly being taken up in agriculture, following and anticipating the growing demand for these products (Tayleur et al., 2017; Oya et al., 2018). One of the largest certification programs active in tropical ecosystems is the Rainforest Alliance certification program which was established in the 1990s (Potts et al., 2017). To become certified, farms must comply with the Rainforest Alliance Sustainable Agriculture Standard (formerly known as the Sustainable Agriculture Network [SAN] Sustainable Agriculture Standard).1 Compliance is audited by independent certification bodies. The principles and criteria (i.e. requirements) of this standard define different elements of sustainable agricultural production, including nature protection, safeguarding water quality, waste management, and occupational health and safety (SAN, 2010). The standard includes land management criteria to improve ecological processes, such as the protection of streamside buffer zones, maintenance of vegetative ground cover, and optimization of fertilizer use to improve water quality, soil health, and crop productivity.

There is growing interest in the effects of SLM on broader landscape objectives and outcomes, measured using an ecosystem services approach (Reed et al., 2015; IPBES, 2018). Several ecosystem services may be enhanced by on-farm SLM practices which accrue to beneficiaries well beyond the individual farmers. For example, downstream reductions in river and reservoir sedimentation and pollutant loads can help improve human water supplies and hydropower opportunities. Widespread uptake of SLM can also result in landscape-scale improvements in biodiversity, with benefit to people across the landscape and beyond. Despite these important linkages between farm-level SLM interventions and key landscape- and watershed-level policy objectives and outcomes, in general there have been only limited attempts to assess these broader impacts of programs to promote SLM (Ezzine-de-Blas et al., 2016). To our knowledge there are no agricultural certification programs that assess the aggregate ecosystem service effects of certification, driven by the adoption of SLM practices.

This paper aims to help fill this gap by exploring the aggregate ecosystem service effects at watershed level from the adoption of Rainforest Alliance certification by tea growers in the Upper Tana River watershed in Kenya. The study has two objectives: i) apply ecosystem service modelling techniques to simulate the effects of the Rainforest Alliance’s farm-level SLM requirements on the landscape-level delivery of key water-related ecosystem services within the study area; and ii) evaluate the model applications used to quantify the ecosystem service effects to support decision making. To address these objectives, we used a three-step approach: first, we parameterized our ecosystem service models based on a field visit and documentation on SLM uptake; second, we defined and ran SLM practice scenarios; and third, we evaluated the sensitivity, and related decision support implications and opportunities, of the model to assess the impact of tea certification on ecosystem service supply.

2. Methods

2.1. Study area

Our study area is located in the upper part of the Tana River basin (Upper Tana watershed, Fig. 1) in the equatorial zone of Kenya. The Tana River flows from the mountains of the East African Rift eastwards to the Indian Ocean. The Upper Tana study area is about 9,400 km², with average annual rainfall ranging from 2,000 mm at high altitudes to about 500 mm at lower elevations (Hunink and Droogers, 2015). There are two wet seasons (mid-March to June and October to December) and two dry seasons. Land use is dominated by tea and coffee growing on the slopes and annual crops (rice, corn, mixed subsistence agriculture) in the lower downstream area (Fig. 1). The western part of the Upper Tana area includes two forested national parks, Mount Kenya and Aberdare, located on the highest part of these two mountains (Fig. 1). The protected areas are largely ringed by tea producing areas at the middle latitudes down-slope from these headwater protected areas.

The watershed provides freshwater resources that are essential to local residents and the broader Kenyan populace and economy. The watershed supplies about 95% of Nairobi’s domestic water. Additionally, through hydropower infrastructure, the river also provides nearly half of Kenya’s energy needs (Hoff et al., 2007). Of the approximate 8 billion cubic meters of water available from rainfall annually in the Upper Tana watershed, about 36% is used for smallholder agriculture, 33% is used for hydropower, 25% is evapo-transpired by forests and natural vegetation, 4% is used for irrigation and 2% is used as Nairobi’s water supply (Hunink and Droogers, 2011). However, the quantity and quality of the Upper Tana’s water resources are under threat: extensive agriculture development in the 1970s, which saw removal of about 60% of the watershed’s original forest cover, continues to impact downstream water quality, water quantity, and water treatment infrastructure (TNC, 2015).

2.2. Certification of tea growing

Kenya’s Upper Tana watershed has about 250,000 smallholder tea growers that have adopted SLM practices to achieve Rainforest Alliance certification, equating to approximately 95% of all tea growers in the study area (Kenya Tea Development Agency, pers. comm.). Tea growing in the study area started in the 1970s, and in 2010 Rainforest Alliance started training farmers in SLM practices as the basis for certification (Waarts et al., 2012). Training through farmer field schools and lead farmer training (‘training the trainers’) contributed largely to the uptake of SLM practices (Waarts et al., 2012).

Smallholder tea farmers in the Upper Tana are organized into groups that are managed by the Kenya Tea Development Agency (KTDA) and are certified under the Rainforest Alliance’s group certification model. Each smallholder grower supplies tea to the tea processing factory associated with his or her group; of the 65 KTDA factories associated with certified groups, 22 production areas are located in the study area, covering around 110,000 ha (Fig. 1). The tea farms that are currently not certified include large tea estates who do not supply to KTDA factories. In the study area, most farmers first achieved Rainforest Alliance certification between 2010 and 2012 through their membership in KTDA-managed farmer groups associated with each respective KTDA tea processing factory. As with nearly all smallholder tea production in Kenya, tea growing in the Upper Tana watershed is

1 The 2010 SAN Standard was in effect for the period of time addressed by this study. This standard was superseded in July 2017 by the present standard, which is now known as the Rainforest Alliance Sustainable Agriculture Standard.
strongly guided by KTDA, which owns the tea factories, manages farmer
groups, and provides extension services and facilitates access to inputs
for smallholder tea suppliers. As a consequence of this model, small-
holder tea production tends to follow relatively uniform practices
(Stathers and Gathuthi, 2013; Mbeche and Dorward, 2014)

The 2010 SAN standard includes ten principles addressing a wide
range of social and environmental sustainability topics (SAN, 2011, see
Table 1). For the purpose of modelling effects on ecosystem services,
this study focuses on the subset of the standard’s requirements in
Principles 2 and 9. Principle 2 requirements include the establishment
of buffer zones along streams, the protection and/or restoration of all
natural ecosystems, and the prohibition on destroying any natural
ecosystems. Principle 9 requirements include provisions related to the
prevention of soil erosion and the adoption of effective soil and crop
fertilization programs (SAN, 2011). Fulfilment of these requirements is
hypothesized to influence ecosystem service supply by reducing soil

Fig. 1. The location and land use of our study area, the Upper Tana watershed, in the Tana River basin in Kenya, eastern Africa. The map also shows the area that was used in the sensitivity analysis of the model application. All data are retrieved from the Tana River Basin, Kenya geodatabase and mapping tool (Hussain and Baker, 2016), except for the Africover land use data (FAO, 2003) and Rainforest Alliance tea production areas (own data).

Table 1
Principles of the 2010 Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN) Sustainable Agriculture Standard (SAN, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAN Principle</th>
<th>Summary of requirements</th>
<th>Considered in this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Social and Environmental Management System</td>
<td>Follow national legislation, effective farm planning and record-keeping, separation of certified and non-certified product</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ecosystem conservation</td>
<td>No destruction of natural areas buffer zones (3–50 m of natural vegetation) between cropped area and conservation areas and streams planting of native trees to enhance connectivity.</td>
<td>Yes, but not modelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wildlife protection</td>
<td>No hunting and capturing of animals (exemptions apply), special protection for threatened or endangered species</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Water Conservation</td>
<td>Permits need for water extraction, obligatory water treatment for waste water (e.g. through charcoal pits) or ban (for oils and fecal coliforms), water quality monitoring systems continuous discharge. (These requirements relate to water treatment and contamination avoidance, not specific land management practices.)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Fair treatment and good working condition for workers</td>
<td>Direct hire, minimum wage, prohibited to employ workers younger than 15 years old, special regulations for workers between 15 and 17 years old, well-build workers’ accommodation with sanitary facilities, access to potable water</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Occupational Health and Safety</td>
<td>Restrictions regarding who can apply or handle agrochemicals in combination with health monitoring, adequate storage for agrochemicals, use protective equipment, risk assessment</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Community Relations</td>
<td>Conflict resolution policy in place, needs of local community accommodated, demonstrated land use rights</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Integrated crop management</td>
<td>Inventory of agro-chemical usage, integrated pest management principles applied, no use of illegal pesticides</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Soil management and conservation</td>
<td>Fertilization based on plant needs and soil characteristics. Erosion control and prevention to avoid soil erosion and sedimentation, including the use of vegetative ground cover in addition to minimized use of herbicides</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Waste management</td>
<td>Differentiate organic waste, plastic waste, and empty chemical containers and dispose in adequate ways.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ereation and sedimentation, reducing nutrient loads, and improving habitat quality. An analysis of 576 audit reports from Rainforest Alliance certified farms around the globe found that farms in East Africa (including Kenya) showed high levels of compliance with the criteria of the certification standard (Newsom and Milder, 2018).

2.3. Field visit

To guide parameterization of ecosystem service models, in August 2017 we visited 15 Rainforest Alliance certified tea farms associated with five KTDA farmer groups (Kitale, Irinja, Ndima, Mungania and Weru) to gain insight in field-level implementation of SLM practices related to soil management and buffer zones. For each farmer group, a local KTDA extension officer accompanied us and introduced us to the farmers. Per farmer group, the first farmer to be visited was selected by the extension officer, the following two were selected based on proximity, farmer availability, and per farming group we visited at least one farm with a stream on it. The number of visited farmers is very low compared to the total number of tea growers in the area, but for the purpose of guiding scenario development we considered the field observations as indicative for the generally standardized growing practices within strongly organized KTDA groups (Stathers and Gathuthi, 2013; Mbeche and Dorward, 2014). Structured interviews (see Supplementary Material 1) on farm management relative to the requirements of the certification standard were conducted in Kiswahili by a contracted scientist with tea auditing experience. To complement the farm interviews, we used information provided by 10 KTDA tea processing factories on pre- and post-certification fertilizer distribution to members of their farmer groups (of which one was located adjacent to the study area).

2.4. Ecosystem service modelling

We used two common models to assess the impact on ecosystem services following adoption of SLM practices associated with certification by tea growers within the study area: i) the InVEST toolbox, to assess impact on sediment and nutrient export after certification; and ii) the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) to set reference values and extract parameters for estimating sediment export prior to certification.

2.4.1. InVEST

The InVEST toolbox was used to estimate the effect of changes in land management practices associated with certification. From the InVEST toolbox, we used the Sediment Delivery Ratio model, the Seasonal Water Yield model, and the Nutrient Delivery Ratio model (Sharp et al., 2016).

The Sediment Delivery Ratio model calculates the amount of sediment that leaves the unit of analysis (i.e. raster cell) and reaches the main stream annually. The model uses the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) model for soil erosion. Tea certification influences land use/cover and land management, which are reflected in the ‘cover management’ (C) and ‘support practice’ (P) factors of the RUSLE. The C factor is the ratio of soil loss from land under the specific crop and management system (i.e., tea) to the corresponding soil loss from land under continuous fallow. The C factor can be used to determine the relative effectiveness of soil and crop management systems in preventing soil loss (the lower the C value, the higher the soil protection). A sensitivity analysis of the RUSLE model by Estrada-Carmona et al. (2017) found that the C factor, along with topography (slope length-gradient), are the most important factors driving predicted soil loss. The P factor is the ratio of soil loss by an improved management practice, such as contouring and terracing, that reduces the amount and rate of water runoff to that of straight-row farming up and down the slope.

The Seasonal Water Yield model calculates the relative contribution of locations (i.e. raster cell) to annual quickflow (surface water runoff during or shortly after rainfall events) and baseflow (movement of groundwater during drier periods). These values serve as input for the Nutrient Delivery Ratio model, which calculates the amount of nitrogen and phosphorus leaving the unit of analysis (e.g., watershed) via surface and subsurface transport. For the Seasonal Water Yield model, hydrologic soil group number (CN) values and monthly crop factors (Kc) values are needed for each land use type. We used CN and Kc values that are typical for each main land use type, as presented in NRCS-USDA (2007) and Allen et al. (1998), respectively. The Nutrient Delivery Ratio model estimates of nitrogen and phosphorus application rates, maximum retention efficiencies, maximum distance of nutrient retention, and proportion of nutrients derived from subsurface flow for each land use type. All input data and parameter settings for the InVEST models are listed in Supplementary Material 4.

2.4.2. SWAT

To set the reference values for sedimentation yield before tea certification, we used a calibrated SWAT model (version 2005) application for the Upper Tana area by Hunink and Droogers (2011). SWAT is considered a state-of-the-art model for modelling hydrological ecosystem services and relationships to land (Droogers et al., 2006; Francesconi et al., 2016). This complex physical model requires a relatively high data input.

Sediment yields in SWAT are estimated with the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) (Williams, 1975). In contrast to the (R) USLE applications that use rainfall as an indicator of erosive energy, MUSLE uses the amount of runoff to simulate erosion and sediment yield (Hunink and Droogers, 2011). The SWAT model Upper Tana application by Hunink and Droogers (2011) was calibrated using stream flow data and erosion measurements collected between 1980 and 2011; the pre-certification period. Parameters of this model application, including the USLE-K, were adjusted in this calibration process to match the field measurements. These (M)USLE parameters were extracted to parameterize the pre-certification model in InVEST. The validation of this SWAT application showed a R-squared of 0.9 between the average monthly simulated and observed sediment discharge. A full description of SWAT data input can be found in Supplementary Material 3.

SWAT outcome map shows sediment yield (i.e., the sediment transported into the main hydrological channel during a time period) in metric tonnes per hectare per year for each Hydrological Response Unit (HRU). HRUs are the units of analysis used by SWAT which are unique areas of relatively homogenous land use, soil and topography. We aggregated all InVEST outputs to these HRUs to visualize and compare model results.

2.5. Scenarios for impact assessment

To assess certification impact, we estimated changes in soil retention (as measured by sedimentation rates) and water quality (as measured by nutrient loading arising from run-off) between two scenarios in the Upper Tana River watershed:

1. A pre-certification scenario reflecting the farming practices prior to 2011; the start of Rainforest Alliance certification (Scenario 1).
2. A full certification scenario assuming all tea growers have adopted SLM practices associated with Rainforest Alliance certification (Scenario 2).

2.5.1. Scenario 1: Pre-certification

Sediment load in the pre-certification period was calculated based on the InVEST Sediment Delivery Ratio model, using identical C and P factors as the calibrated SWAT model by Hunink and Droogers (2011). The SWAT findings serve as reference estimate of the average yearly sediment yield per hectare (from 2005 to 2011) from tea-sourcing areas prior to certification. For the InVEST application we used global and freely available data as model input, these differed for some variables from the SWAT input data (Supplementary Material 4).
The nutrient exports were estimated using the InVEST Nutrient Delivery Ratio model. The pre-certification nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer application rates were used as input data. Tea processing factories distribute a mixed NPK product (26%, 5%, 5% respectively) among the farmer groups. Based on the moment factory certification, we used the yearly fertilizer distribution data of the tea processing factories as input for our model to describe the pre-certification fertilizer use (data furnished by certified KTDA factories to Rainforest Alliance, March 2016).

2.5.2. Scenario 2: full certification
To estimate sediment export and nitrogen export for the situation in which all tea cultivation areas are certified as assumed in Scenario 2, we used the InVEST Sediment Delivery Ratio, Seasonal Water Yield, and Nutrient Delivery Ratio models. For these, all biophysical parameters regarding changes in SLM practices after certification were adjusted guided by our field observations and interviews, and tea factory data. We only adjusted the model settings for areas under tea, with all parameters for other land uses in the Upper Tana area remaining the same in both scenarios (Fig. 1).

2.6. Sensitivity analysis
To quantify the robustness of the InVEST models in capturing changes and impacts in SLM practices, and as such evaluate the ability to inform decision making, we analysed the sensitivity of the results as follows:

- We compared the sediment yield for Scenario 1 for each HRU as calculated by InVEST with the calibrated and validated SWAT model outcomes. To define the similarities between the more user-friendly InVEST Sediment Delivery Ratio model and the more complex SWAT model outcomes, we carried out correlation analysis and did a visual pattern comparison on the outcome maps.
- We ran the three InVEST models for Scenario 2 again with higher resolution land cover data. The best available land cover data for the full Upper Tana was the Africover dataset (Fig. 1). The resolution of this land cover product does not capture small fields with subsistence agriculture, mixed land uses or linear elements in the landscapes such as buffer zones. To estimate the influence of the land cover resolution on the outcomes, we selected all tea HRUs to rerun all InVEST calculations but with a higher resolution (15 m) land cover map that is available for only a portion of the study area. This higher resolution map was developed by The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and is an update of the Africover map to which more detail was added using Google Earth, ASTER and Landsat sources. There are 31 tea HRUs (from a total of 69 tea HRUs) within the high-resolution land cover map area, and these were used in the sensitivity analysis (see their location in Fig. 1).

3. Results

3.1. Tea area and model parameters
The area of tea used for model calculations are the 65 tea HRUs (average slope of 14%), which cover around 65,000 ha. The extent of tea based on the HRUs is much lower compared to the certified tea (average slope of 14%), which cover around 65,000 ha. The extent of the tea certifed area is more than 65,000 ha.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm characteristic or practice</th>
<th>Field observations (15 farms)</th>
<th>Factory data (10 factories)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farm land use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea cultivation</td>
<td>1.2 ha average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other crops, natural vegetation, housing</td>
<td>0.9 ha average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average fertilizer use (NPK) on tea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Before certification</td>
<td>660 kg/ha/year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– After certification</td>
<td>700 kg/ha/year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover crop</td>
<td>All tea area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napier grass</td>
<td>14 m, 33% of farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Before certification</td>
<td>14 m, 33% of farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– After certification</td>
<td>14 m, 53% of farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bench/trench for subsistence crop</td>
<td>40% of farms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer zone along streams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before &amp; After certification</td>
<td>All 11 farms with streams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trees (average width)</td>
<td>50% of all buffers (34 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grass (average width)</td>
<td>30% of buffers (10 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subsistence crops (average width)</td>
<td>20% of buffers (3 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We set the model parameters for both scenarios by triangulating among three collected sources of information: i) factory records of fertilizer distributed to smallholder farmers pre- and post-certification, ii) field observations and interviews on pre- and post-farm management, and iii) pre-certification field measures for the calibrated SWAT model. Based on these information sources, we characterized three key sets of farming practices that informed the model inputs: i) soil conservation measures; ii) fertilizer use; and iii) a description of the riparian buffer zones.

3.1.1. Soil conservation
The most extensive soil conservation measure in the Upper Tana area is planting of the tea crop itself. After reaching maturity, tea bushes completely cover the soil with canopy and root system as are such considered a cover crop. As a perennial crop, tea is grown as a non-tillellage system. Half of the visited farmers grow Napier grass (Pennisetum purpureum) on their property to help conserve soil on areas which are not under tea and provide fodder. The amount of Napier grass per visited farm varied considerably, from 60 meter- to 0.6 meter-wide strips along the contours and often in combination with soil conservation structures such as bench terraces and ridges. The average width of these grass strips in the visited farms was 14 m (with average deviation of 14 m). Three of the eight visited farmers with Napier grass did not grow this before certification, equating to a post certification Napier grass uptake of 20% of all visited farms (i.e., three of 15 farms). Six of the 15 visited certified farms across five factories grow their subsistence crops on bench terraces and in trenched. Supplementary Material 2 provides examples of these soil conversation practices.

Based on the SWAT model calibrations, the tea crop pre-certification value (Scenario 1) of the P-factor of the erosion model was set to 1, even though some soil management practices were already in place, and the C-factor to 0.05, which is commensurate with tropical perennial cropping systems with around 80% vegetative cover (Cohen et al., 2005). Based on Hunink and Droogers (2011) and our field observations of erosion control practices, for the tea areas we reduced the P-factor value to 0.85 and the C-factor to 0.04 for Scenario 2 (full certification) to capture the attenuation of soil loss by Napier grass cover (Tables 2 and 3). A P-factor of 0.85 reflects a partial uptake of vegetated contour strips or ridges (P of 0.7 for full uptake by Hunink and Droogers, 2011) The C-factor value of 0.04 is a 20% reduction in the pre-certification C-
factor, which mirrors the 20% post certification uptake of Napier grass planting in tea observed in visited farms. See Table 2.

3.1.2. Fertilizer use

Tea processing factory data furnished by certified KTDA factories to Rainforest Alliance provided an overview of how much mixed NPK product (26%, 5%, 5% respectively) was distributed among the farmer groups by 10 tea processing factories in the Upper Tana region. Based on the year of certification of each farmer group, the average fertilizer distribution per ha was calculated before and after certification. An average of 660 kg of fertilizer per hectare per year before certification was applied. Across the factories, a slight increase in use was reported after certification, from 660 kg/ha to 700 kg/ha (Table 2). An increase of NPK use was also reported during our field survey. In Table 3 the values for N and P are listed based on the application of the mixed fertilizer product.

3.1.3. Buffer zones

According to the certification standard, farmers should maintain an uncultivated buffer of between 3 and 30 meters (depending on stream width, bank slope, and level of input use, as specified in the standard) along each side of perennial and seasonal streams. This requirement appears to be well-respected within the watershed’s tea-producing areas: of the 15 visited certified farmers, 11 had a stream on their property, and all of these were fringed by buffer zones. Buffer zones are categorized as either trees (native), grass, or subsistence crops with minimal tillage and no chemical input use (SAN, 2011). Table 2 reports the average width (one side) of the buffer zones. All farmers with a buffer zone reported already having one before certification, as KTDA has long promoted the implementation of buffer strips. We conservatively assumed that buffer zone prevalence, management, and width did not change with the introduction of certification.

3.2. Ecosystem service modelling

3.2.1. InVEST scenario outputs

The results from the InVEST toolbox for the Sediment Delivery Model are shown in Fig. 2. The certified tea production areas are also shown on the maps. The amounts of sediment exported from tea growing areas (as defined by the SWAT tea HRUs) into downstream watercourses prior to certification (Scenario 1) averaged 8.8 ton/ha/yr and exceeded 20 ton/ha/yr in some areas (Fig. 2a). Under the assumed model parameters of Scenario 2 where all tea growers have adopted SLM practices related to Rainforest Alliance certification, sediment export from tea growing areas is nearly 40% lower (Fig. 2b), averaging 5.5 ton/ha/yr. Fig. 2c shows the reduction in sediment export between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. Many tea growing areas see reductions of more than 5 ton/ha/yr, with the average reduction of 3.3 ton/ha/yr. The total amount of sediment exported under tea production in the Upper Tana watershed is estimated at 495,000 ton/yr under Scenario 1 and 311,000 ton/yr under Scenario 2, demonstrating that the modelled adoption of SLM practices associated with Rainforest Alliance certification in the study area resulted in almost 184,000 tonnes of sediment no longer entering waterways each year.

InVEST model results for nutrient delivery are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The export of both nitrogen (Fig. 3) and phosphorous (Fig. 4) increased slightly from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2 because tea growers apply more fertilizer following certification. The increase in nitrogen export following certification averages 0.53 kg/ha/yr across all tea-sourcing areas (Fig. 3), resulting in a total of about 30 tonnes of nitrogen additionally exported each year from tea farms following certification. The increase in phosphorous export following certification averages 0.1 kg/ha/yr across all tea-sourcing areas (Fig. 4), resulting in a total of about 6 tonnes of phosphorous additionally exported each year from tea farms following certification.

3.2.2. SWAT baseline output

The average annual sedimentation yield per ha calculated with SWAT for the pre-certification period 2005–2011 is presented in Fig. 5a. While there is sediment export from the upstream areas where tea is grown, the amounts are relatively low compared to some other land uses and crops. The SWAT model showed an average sediment export rate in tea areas of 16 ton/ha/yr.

3.3. Sensitivity analyses

3.3.1. Model comparison

For the baseline (Scenario 1) models, the SWAT model estimated an average sediment export in tea growing areas of 16 ton/ha/yr with standard deviation (SD) of 19 ton/ha/yr, and the InVEST model estimated an average of 8.8 (SD 8.9) ton/ha/yr of sediment export. The two models use the same C-factor and P-factor parameter values in Scenario 1, but are based on a different sediment estimate equation, erodibility value and weather data. Overall, the HRU values for all land use types in the Upper Tana show a 0.70 correlation (Spearman rank, as data are not normally distributed) between the two models. For the tea areas only, the two modelled values show a 0.51 Spearman rank correlation. In general, the modelled SWAT sediment values for tea are higher compared to the corresponding modelled InVEST values; the beta coefficient of the fitted LM model (R² 0.64) for InVEST value is 1.8 (p < 0.01), meaning that 0.55 ton/ha/yr increase in an InVEST model outcome corresponds to a 1 ton/ha/yr increase for SWAT model. The SWAT model estimates are likely closer to the real sediment loads from tea because the SWAT model was calibrated against field data. Differences in sedimentation estimates from tea between the two models are up to 50 ton/ha/yr. We consider the HRUs in the tea areas with the lowest difference (in yellow, Fig. 5c) as locations where the InVEST baseline setting is most accurate covering around 32 500 ha (50%) of the total tea area.

3.3.2. Land cover resolution

We applied the InVEST models for 31 tea HRUs that were covered by both the land cover datasets (31860 ha). This resulted in substantial differences in the modelled estimates of sediment, nitrogen and phosphorous export from tea sourcing areas (Table 4). The modelled estimates of sediment and nutrient export are considerably higher under the InVEST model that used higher resolution land cover data compared to the outcomes based on the coarser resolution land cover data. The difference in resolution is illustrated in Fig. 6. The sedimentation reduction between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 is less pronounced on a percentage basis in the model with the higher resolution land cover data (22.5% reduction versus 37% reduction) but is relatively similar on an absolute basis (65,200 tonnes reduction versus 76,000 tonnes reduction). Conversely, the nutrient loading models show similar percentage changes between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 in the model with the higher resolution land cover data. However, the absolute difference is much higher here due to the higher modelled nutrient delivery rates using the high resolution maps. The estimate from SWAT for the total sedimentation of the 31 tea HRUs for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value of key model input parameters used for each modelling scenario.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C factor, tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

The study results point to several interesting implications, which are elaborated below: 1) the aggregate impact of certification on ecosystem services in the Upper Tana River watershed; 2) uncertainty of the modelled outcomes in relation to implications for policy, practice, and decision-making, and; 3) opportunities to monitor effects of SLM adoption for ex-post evaluation.

4.1. Aggregate impacts of tea certification in the Upper Tana

Our model outcomes indicate an aggregated impact of Rainforest Alliance certification in the Upper Tana basin: the scenario with
widespread certification of tea farms in the region results in a reduction of sediment exported downstream compared to the pre-certification years. In these scenarios only SLM practices related to certification were changed, without incorporation any other factors that could affect ecosystem services supply. These other factors can include policies and regulations of the KTDA, national environmental regulations, and climate (Stathers and Gathuthi, 2013). This modelled reduction and the soil conservation practices that led to it, have beneficiaries on different spatial levels. These include tea farmers experiencing less soil erosion, managers of the downstream hydropower dam contending with less sedimentation of the reservoir, and the citizens of Nairobi benefitting from water and power sources. The inflow of sediments in the Masinga hydropower dam reservoir (the largest water body in Fig. 1) is estimated to be around 8000 × 10^3 ton/yr based on bathymetric surveys (Hunink et al., 2013). In our models the certified farms cover around 650 km^2 of the 9400 km^2 Upper Tana watershed (around 7% of the total area). Scenarios estimating the impact of improved soil conservation for this certified tea area estimate a reduction of sedimentation of around 184 × 10^3 tonnes per year (based on the low resolution InVEST model). This is a reduction of around 2.3% of the total sediment inflow in the Masinga reservoir. The sediment reduction indicates a low but clear overall benefit for the hydropower reservoir with an economic value. The Nature Conservancy has identified a range of reduced and avoided sedimentation costs in this basin (TNC, 2015).

An early study in the Upper Tana region showed that to obtain similar erosion reduction rates from tea areas (i.e. an average of reduction 3.3 ton/ha/yr) would require significant investment costs to stimulate SLM practices, for example in the form of a payments for ecosystem services scheme (Hunink et al., 2012; Vogl et al., 2017). Such a funding scheme was not implemented at that time because of poor financial and political support in the area (Kauffman et al., 2014). Clear financial benefits for stakeholders and funders are essential to promote long-term watershed conservation with multiple benefits for human well-being and nature (Bremer et al., 2016). Even though Rainforest Alliance does not provide guaranteed prices, the agricultural standards and certification provided and increased incentive for adopting SLM practices by providing market-access for tea producers. Market-access benefits relate to the sourcing policy of Unilever (owner of the Lipton tea brand) to only purchase Rainforest Alliance certified tea, and an increased leaf quality (Stathers and Gathuthi, 2013). Prior to certification, widespread KTDA-led extension services already stimulated uptake of some of SLM practices in Kenya (Waarts et al., 2012; Mbeche and Dorward, 2014).

In the certified tea production area, tea processing factory data and field observations showed an increase in fertilizer use since certification. For our scenario run, this has led to a modelled increase of approximately 6% in N and P outflow from tea areas for which the economic or environment costs were not estimated. The current fertilizer distribution to certified farms (average of 182 kg N/ha/yr), is above the KTDA recommended fertilizer application rate of 150 kg N per year (SAN, 2011), although farmers reported that they aim to follow this advice. During our field visit, farmers mentioned two reasons for their change in fertilizer application in the last years: a better understanding of the benefits of NPK fertilizer, and increased purchasing power to buy fertilizer product. This increase in fertilizer use is not an intended outcome of the certification scheme. Rather, the certification standard calls for farmers to conduct soil and/or foliar analyses to help determine optimal fertilization practices (SAN, 2011). During the field visit we asked about management practices regarding organic fertilizer use. It is common and traditional practice for farmers to leave the plant material on the field after pruning (mulching). Some farmers buy goat manure or use manure from their livestock to fertilize their land in additional to NPK use and mulching. Due to poor estimates on overall organic fertilizer use and nutrient contents in the study area, organic fertilizers were not included in our assessment. The nutrient model outcomes therefore show the lower limit of the total nutrient applications.

Our field observations and spatial data lacked information (in terms of spatial and temporal resolution) to make any statements about changes in prevalence and status of buffer zones, as prescribed in the tea certification standard. We therefore could not assess any change in habitat quality related to these natural zones, or their impact on water quality. For the farms visited, certification did not lead to new buffer zones on their property. However, an earlier study of KTDA farmer groups indicated that the prevalence of streamside buffer zones did
increase after certification and that the quality of the buffer area increased (by removing exotic species like Eucalyptus) after farmer training in the context of the certification (Waarts et al., 2012). As we were unable to obtain quantitative information on these changes, we conservatively assumed that buffer zone prevalence, management, and width did not change with the introduction of certification. If one or more of these buffer zones parameters increased, the sediment and nutrient loading would have been less for the full certification scenario.

There is much interest in how land use in the Upper Tana basin can help protect critical economic and social assets (hydropower and domestic water supplies), and what kinds of policies and incentives are effective and cost-efficient to enable the watershed to continue to supply ecosystem services. Market-based incentive programs can contribute to delivering such benefits. The aggregated effect of SLM, stimulated by market incentives though certification, is still limited but could grow considerably if other crop sectors were also included. In the Upper Tana area, the modelled highest average erosion rates are found for coffee (49 ton/ha/yr) and annual crops (37 ton/ha/yr) (Hunink and

**Table 4**
Comparison of InVEST model outputs applied to different resolution land cover data. The full upper Tana model used the Africover (90 m pixel resolution) land cover data, and the high resolution tea HRUs model used the TNC (15 m pixel resolution) land cover data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full Upper Tana model</th>
<th>High resolution tea HRUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(31 tea HRUs)</td>
<td>(31 tea HRUs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total sediment delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment exported ('000 ton/yr)</td>
<td>205.2</td>
<td>129.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference (S1-S2)</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>-22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total nutrient delivery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen exported (ton/yr)</td>
<td>120.5</td>
<td>127.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference (S1-S2)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorous exported (ton/yr)</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% difference (S1-S2)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SLM uptake through the market incentive by certification has most potential for the commodity crop coffee covering a large area of the watershed (Fig. 1). In general, the benefits of SLM for soil and water can be magnified if they are targeted to specific areas that are more environmentally sensitive (e.g., steep slopes) or that directly affect ecosystem service supply (e.g., riparian areas) (Dooddy et al., 2012; Kaini et al., 2012; Buchanan et al., 2013; Tamene et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Giri et al., 2016; Haregeweyn et al., 2017). Spatially prioritizing certification locations could improve the outcomes of certification, but it could require companies to consider crop sourcing locations with higher production risks (Tayleur et al., 2018). Decisions regarding certification locations and crops and SLM farmer training by Rainforest Alliance and KTDA can as such be guided by spatial modelling efforts as presented in this paper.

### 4.2. Uncertainty in impact assessments of SLM

This study used three different model applications to estimate the ecosystem service supply for two scenarios in the Upper Tana area: the SWAT model and the InVEST toolbox run with both high and lower resolution land cover data. A comparison of the models showed considerable differences between the model outcomes. For example, the average yearly sediment yield from tea areas pre-certification was estimated to be 16 ton/ha by the SWAT model and 8.8 ton/ha by the full InVEST model. For the area for which we had high resolution data (the 31 HRUs) we found an average of 9.1 ton/ha sediment export when using with high resolution data compared to the 6.3 ton/ha using the land cover data used for the complete study area (Table 4, Fig. 5). While our sedimentation estimates are in line with erosion values of tea plantations elsewhere (e.g. in India, Sahoo et al., 2016), small average differences per hectare result in large differences when aggregating values to an entire watershed.

Our multiple model applications show that sediment yield and nutrient loading estimates are highly sensitive to model and data choices. For policy and decision makers like Rainforest Alliance and KTDA it is important to know how much modelling tools and data sources influence the conclusions resulting from ecosystem services assessments (Schröter et al., 2015; Bagstad et al., 2018). In the context of this study, the purposes include demonstrating the value of farm level SLM for a watershed, priority setting of new SLM practices, exploring the opportunity for monitoring impact of SLM on ecosystem services, or the development of policy instruments. Based on our results, we caution the use of the current set of commonly used SWAT and InVEST modelling techniques for making precise statements on absolute sediment and nutrient loadings over time, and as such, detailed SLM impact statements on a watershed level. The presented SWAT application was calibrated and validated (R² of 0.90) based on measured turbidity and sedimentation data, leading to a robust sedimentation map to set benchmark values. This 90% is seen as minimum level of certainty for ecosystem service model outputs to be adequate to support decision making (Willcock et al., 2016). However, the SWAT outcomes are limited to the erosion control ecosystem service before 2011, the pre-certification period. As impact studies like ours lack counterfactuals, the use of scenarios to model impact is crucial (Willcock et al., 2016). Using InVEST we could explore SLM scenarios, but we could not precisely mimic the calibrated SWAT outcomes. For sedimentation yield, we found a low Spearman rank correlation of 0.51 between the SWAT and InVEST estimates for the tea HRUs. This correlation between the outcomes of the modelling tools was 0.70 for all HRU of the Upper Tana area, meaning that InVEST estimates deviated more from the SWAT sedimentation values in the tea areas compared to the rest of the watershed. To understand if higher data resolutions produce more reliable results we ran the InVEST model with two land cover data set: 90 m and 15 m resolution. With higher resolution land cover data, the sediment yield estimates increased and approached the SWAT values. An increase in sediment yield estimates with InVEST model application using higher resolution maps was also found by other comparative studies (Hamel et al., 2017; Bagstad et al., 2018). While InVEST applications with different land cover resolution gave different results, they showed similar relative changes between the two modelled scenarios (Table 4).

Spatial ecosystem service assessments are model outcomes with different ranges of uncertainty, which are rarely reported (Schulp et al., 2014; Van der Biest et al., 2015; Willemen et al., 2015). With ecosystem service maps becoming an increasingly popular input to decision making, the reporting, quantifying and visualizing of uncertainty of ecosystem service maps needs to be documented. Comparing modelled...
results with the outcomes of other models, or comparing to other knowledge sources (Willemen et al., 2017) helps to define hotspots of model agreement (i.e. areas of certainty). Our study showed that the pre-certification sedimentation estimates were most likely correct in the yellow areas in Fig. 5, which are mostly located around Mount Kenya. The quality of the full certification model runs is not quantified because the link to SLM changes to model parameters could not be validated.

4.3. Opportunities to monitor effects of SLM adoption for ex-post evaluation

The increase in land degradation extent and severity, together with the need to improve agricultural production to feed a growing population and increase income, drive the uptake of land management practices that reconcile agricultural production with the maintenance or enhancement of ecosystem service supply in rural landscapes (Mace, 2014; IPBES, 2018). Governments, practitioners, and scientists are calling for more evidence of causal change in ecosystems and human well-being resulting from SLM and other ecosystem-based or landscape interventions (Milder et al., 2014; Díaz et al., 2015; Lovell et al., 2015). It has been shown that the uptake of environmental interventions will be higher when sound evidence on their impact is available (Walsh et al., 2015), especially when investing in common pool resources (Muradian and Rival, 2012).

It is difficult to measure impact of rural landscape interventions such as SLM or sustainability certification on ecosystem services. Only very few empirical studies assess the impact of certified versus non-certified farming practices on social and environmental aspects (Ochieng et al., 2013). Besides the challenge to identify baseline and control values, monitoring and evaluation efforts for large areas typically use insufficient indicators or time span (Lovell et al., 2015; Gurr et al., 2016; Nunes et al., 2016). In addition, defining the appropriate spatial and temporal levels to monitor indicators related to human well-being in complex systems is difficult; it requires the identification of the key landscape processes affected by interventions, and achieving acceptable levels of accuracy while considering inputs such as financial, institutional, and human resource commitments (Singh et al., 2014; Heenan et al., 2016). Monitoring systems must be able to track interventions that often require multiple years to start generating benefits (Kinzig et al., 2011; Premier et al., 2013), and ideally should identify who benefits from landscape improvements, where, and when (Daw et al., 2011). Awareness of these challenges has led to widespread calls for evidence of causal change in ecosystems and living conditions for people resulting from integrated sustainability interventions (Milder et al., 2014; Díaz et al., 2015; Lovell et al., 2015) and consistent and effective systems for holistic evaluation and monitoring of such interventions (Tallis et al., 2008; Scherr et al., 2012; Mueller and Geist, 2016; Reed et al., 2016).

Sustainability certification programs have the potential to monitor the adoption of SLM practices at multiple scales. At the micro level (i.e. the individual farm or cooperative), annual audits can collect monitoring data to track change over time. When analysed in aggregate or combined with information on the characteristics of certified operations, such monitoring data can be used to assess patterns, trends, and predictors of performance based on factors such as farm/group location, size, crops grown, years certified, biophysical and policy context factors, and others. Group-certification auditing information, as for tea in the Upper Tana area, has not yet reached that potential. A key shortcoming for monitoring is that auditing information for group-certification does not show the performance of individual farmers, since the specific farmers who are audited can change from year to year. Initiatives are underway at sustainability certification organizations aiming to improve the routine collection and reporting of time-series data on practice adoption and selected outcomes (Ochieng et al., 2013; Milder et al., 2016). The use of auditing information for monitoring is restricted to commodity crops for which there is a consumer and company demand for certified products, such as tea, coffee, and soybean. Products including rice, maize and livestock products are still poorly covered by sustainability standards (Tayleur et al., 2018). At the macro level (i.e. a region or watershed in which a critical mass of certification occurs), efforts such as those conducted in this study build on a small but growing body of work that uses spatial modelling to compare outcomes such as tree cover, forest quality, connectivity and deforestation rates in landscapes dominated by certified agriculture relative to landscapes with little or no certification (e.g. Hardt et al., 2015; Rueda et al., 2015; Takahashi and Todo, 2017). Remote sensing, especially when combined with local knowledge on field locations and land management practices (Mialhe et al., 2015; Rueda et al., 2015; Dutrieux et al., 2016), has a role to play in improved monitoring of impacts. The frequent and detailed observations of new satellite missions delivering freely accessible images, such as the European Space Agency’s Sentinel program, will allow for improved information on crop extent and green infrastructure such as buffer zones.

5. Conclusions

Voluntary crop certification can steer sustainable farming practices and as such have a potential role in complementing governmental strategies in achieving sustainability goals. Large scale effects of agricultural certification programs on ecosystem services are currently not monitored. This study aimed to explore the effect of adopting farm-level practices prescribed by Rainforest Alliance tea certification on the watershed-level delivery of erosion prevention and nutrient retention ecosystem services and to evaluate the ability of spatial modelling applications to guide future decision making. Our scenario-based study showed that the assumed adoption of practices prescribed in the Rainforest Alliance certification program by all tea farmers would reduce sediment export into watercourses. However, there is an indication that certified farmers’ increase their use of fertilizer to boost tea production which is estimated to result in greater nitrogen and phosphorous loads post-certification. Our sediment and nutrient estimates based on the scenario analyses are highly sensitive to model and data choices, but show similar relative impacts of tea certification across multiple models. While the different models showed consistent relative impacts, the very different absolute magnitude of impacts estimated by the different models indicates that the results of this study are not robust enough to yield precise quantifications of certification impacts. Spatial impact studies like ours can be valuable for demonstrating the value of SLM and for setting priorities for new investments in promoting or supporting SLM practices using state-led, private or civil society instruments. Spatially prioritizing certification locations that are more environmentally sensitive or that directly affect ecosystem service supply can improve the outcomes of certification for people and nature. To support the ex-post empirical evaluation of certification as an instrument for sustainable land management, the systematic accounting of farming practices by sustainability certification organizations and use of remote sensing techniques are necessary to improve spatial impact assessments.
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